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IT instrumentarium of a modern educational psychologist

1. Electronic presentations
2. Interactive boards
3. Multi-media books
4. Internet resources
5. Other interactive technologies
Nowadays IT is used almost in all kinds of EP’s activities:

- **Psychodiagnostic**s
- **Methodological work**
- **Correctional development work**
- **Educational process**
Psychodiagnositics

- Electronic tests
- Psychodiagnostic surveys
- Art therapy methods
- Neuropsychological methods
- Other tools
Methodological work

• Online conferences
• Workshops and webinars
• Professional platforms and blogs
• Communities in social networks
• Communication in the internet messengers
Correctional development work
• Audiobooks
• Computer games
• Exercisers in electronic books
Conclusion

• In the 21 century comprehensive work of EP’s is impossible without the usage of information technologies.